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More details

Move 
 with the vibe

With KONA, the diverse values we seek will become manifest in a life filled 

with new challenge and experiences to come.
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More details

Upscaled and 
more dynamic 
KONA‘s futuristic design, aerodynamic profile, and sporty details create an 

energetic impression, completed by a dynamic connecting line.
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Exterior
The clean nose of KONA emphasizes its pure volume and boosts aerodynamic performance, 

with the dynamic character line adding contrast to its parametric surface.

Dual tone roof, sharp connecting chrome line

Full LED headlamps (projection type)

Spoiler Integrated HMSL, rear seamless horizon lamp

LED brake lamps, LED turn signal lamps

Front seamless horizon lamp, front bumper
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Experience a comfortable and relaxing atmosphere in the spacious 

interior of KONA, enhanced by seamlessly integrated high-tech elements 

into its slim and wide horizontal layout.

More details

Roomier and 
Versatile Space 
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Interior
KONA‘s interior is practical and spacious, with a focus on the comfort of rear passengers and ample 

luggage space to cater to different lifestyles.

2nd row space 6:4 folding 2nd row seat backs

2nd-row seatback 2-step latch

Open console storage

(removable bulkhead / rotational cup holders)
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Convenience

1st-row relaxation comfort seat

Column-Type Shift by Wire (SBW)

The panoramic display - 12.3-inch integrated dual screen display and cutting-edge driver 

assistance technology offer high-tech convenience and increase user satisfaction in daily use.

Panoramic display - 12.3-inch integrated dual screen display Smart power tailgate - Hands-free smart liftgate with auto-open and adjustable height setting
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Experience a smooth and stable driving performance with KONA, ensuring a comfortable ride.

Performance
KONA‘s advanced technologies simplify daily driving and parking, 

offering safer and smarter solutions.

Safety

3rd generation platform  

The 3rd generation platform offers enhanced crash 

safety and performance of the suspension, and

maximized space efficiency.

HTRAC  

KONA’s electronic AWD provides optimal driving performance

through actively distributing driving force to the front and rear

wheels according to various driving situations.

Enhanced road noise reduction 

Floor-carpet-under-pads reduces the inflow of external noise, 

and the rear wheel member bushing minimizes inflow of road 

vibration.

Drive mode

Choose from a range of drive modes based on your 

preferences or road conditions. The engine and braking are 

optimized for peak driving performance depending on the 

selected mode and road conditions.

Smartstream Gasoline 1.6 T-GDi Engine

198 Maximum Power

PS/6,000 rpm 27.0 Maximum Torque

kgf.m/1,600~4,500 rpm 120 Maximum Power

PS/6,000 rpm 20.4 Maximum Torque

kgf.m/2,000 rpm

Smartstream Gasoline 1.0 T-GDi Engine

Blind-Spot View Monitor (BVM) 

Blind-Spot View Monitor (BVM) displays the rear-side image of the corresponding direction 

when the turn signal switch is operated.

Surround View Monitor (SVM)

Surround View Monitor (SVM) displays images of the situation around the vehicle in various 

views for safe parking.

* Features and specifications may vary by market. Please consult your local dealer.16 17



More details

Hybrid
The e-Motion Drive system improves driving performance in Hybrid mode, delivering a smooth ride 

with reduced vibration and improved stability.

Multi-link rear suspension

The suspension delivers a comfortable ride during daily driving and provides stability during sporty, high-speed driving and cornering through 

improved traction, shock dispersion, and minimized vibration.

e-Motion Drive

KONA Hybrid’s e-Motion Drive uses the drive motor to effectively control braking, shifting, 

and torque during sharp cornering to deliver uninterrupted acceleration and cornering stability.

Hybrid exclusive features

Hybrid exclusive features including vehicle driving and  fuel 

economy information, energy flow charts, and  the ECO 

driving mode offer a pleasant and smart experience.

105 Maximum Power

PS/5,700 rpm 14.7 Maximum Torque

kgf.m/4,000 rpm

Smartstream Gasoline 1.6 GDi Hybrid Engine

32 Maximum Power

kW/1,798 ~ 2,500 rpm 170 Maximum Torque

Nm/1,798 rpm

Electric motor

Active air flaps

The upper and lower active air flaps of the radiator grille 

reduce unnecessary air inflow to minimize air resistance and 

improve fuel economy.
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N Line
The N Line exudes boldness and dynamism, featuring a high-performance exterior design 

inspired by the renowned high-performance N.

N Line-exclusive front bumper & bumper skirt N Line-exclusive single twin tip muffler N Line-exclusive authentic leather / Alcantara combination seats

N Line-exclusive 18-Inch alloy wheels / Body-colored cladding
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More details

* Features and specifications may vary by market. Please consult your local dealer.

Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist 1.5 (FCA 1.5) 

Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist 1.5 (FCA 1.5) monitors your surroundings and warns you if there is a risk of collision.

After the warning, if the risk of collision increases with the target (e.g. a leading vehicle which suddenly slows down, a vehicle, a 

pedestrian or a cyclist in the front), it automatically assists with emergency braking. If the risk of collision with an oncoming vehicle 

increases while turning left at an intersection or if the risk of collision with an oncoming vehicle increases while driving in the lane, it 

automatically assists with emergency braking.

Lane Keeping Assist (LKA)

Lane Keeping Assist (LKA) provides a warning if the driver 

leaves the current lane without using a turn signal while 

driving above a certain speed limit.  And it automatically 

assists in steering the vehicle to prevent a lane departure 

before leaving the current driving lane.

Blind-Spot Collision-Avoidance Assist (BCA)

Blind-Spot Collision-Avoidance Assist (BCA) warns you if there is a risk of collision with a rear side vehicle in the blind-spot while changing lanes.

When forward exiting a parallel-parking spot, if there is a risk of collision with a vehicle approaching from behind, it automatically assists with 

emergency braking.

Smart Cruise Control (SCC)

Smart Cruise Control (SCC) helps maintain distance from the 

front vehicle and drive at a speed set by the driver. Automatically 

stops when the front vehicle stops and automatically starts when 

the front vehicle departs within a short time.

Lane Following Assist (LFA)

Lane Following Assist (LFA) helps center the vehicle in the lane.

Forward / Side / Reverse Parking Distance Warning (PDW) 

Forward / Side / Reverse Parking Distance Warning (PDW) warns 

against collisions with objects around the vehicle at low speeds.
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* Features and specifications may vary by market. Please consult your local dealer.

18″ Alloy wheels17″ Alloy wheels16″ Alloy wheels16″ Steel wheels

Features

Full auto air conditioning system

Paddle shifters

Heated & Ventilated front seats Heated rear seatsLED Headlamps (MFR)

Outside mirror 

(Heated / Folding / Turn signal indicator LED)

LED turn signal indicators (front/rear)

Roof rack

Safety power window

Sun roof

Cluster display (4-inch color LCD)

Powered driver seat

Heated steering wheel 

Rear airvent Bose premium audio system USB-C Data/Charging ports

/Wireless charging pad
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Specifications

Unit : mm

1,600

1,825

Wheel tread *

Overall width

Overall height

(Roof rack)

1,580 (1,585)

1,591

1,825

Wheel tread * 

Overall width

● The above values are results from internal testing and are subject to change after validation.

● Some of the equipment illustrated or described in this catalog may not be supplied as standard equipment and may be available at extra cost.

● Hyundai Motor Company reserves the right to change specifications and equipment without prior notice.

● The color plates shown may vary slightly from the actual colors due to the limitations of the printing process.

● Please consult your dealer for full information and availability on colors and trims.

 * Wheel tread • 16″ Wheel (Front/Rear) : 1,602/1,611 • 17″/18″ Wheel (Front/Rear) : 1,591/1,600 

Interior colors

Exterior colors

N Line-exclusive black monotone (with red accent)

Authentic leather / AlcantaraWovenEco suedeEco authentic leather

Dual tone roof

Eco package (dark gray monotone) 

Woven_01 Woven_02

Gray dual tone

Authentic leather

Black monotone

Woven_02Woven_01 Authentic leather

Sage green dual tone Sage green color package (with lime accent)

Authentic leatherAuthentic leather

2,660

4,350 (4,385)

Type Smartstream Gasoline 1.6 Turbo Engine Smartstream Gasoline 1.0 Turbo Engine Smartstream Gasoline 1.6 Hybrid Engine

Engine type  1.6 T-GDI 6MT 1.6 T-GDI 7DCT (2/4WD) 1.0 T-GDI 6MT 1.0 T-GDI 6MT (48V)  1.0 T-GDI 7DCT 1.6 HEV 6DCT  1.6 HEV 6DCT(Low)
Motor type

Permanent Magnet 
Synchronous Motor 

(PMSM)Displacement (cc) 1,598 998 1,580

Max. Power (PS / rpm) 198 / 6,000 120 / 6,000 105 / 5,700 Max. Power (kW / rpm) 32 / 1,798 ~ 2,500

Max. Torque (kgf·m / rpm) 27.0 / 1,600 ~ 4,500 20.4 / 2,000 14.7 / 4,000 Max. Torque (Nm / rpm) 170 / 1,798

Suspension

Front McPherson Strut Type

Rear CTBA Type (2WD) / Multi-Link Type (4WD) Multi-Link Type

Tire

205/65R16*, 215/60R17*, 215/55R18 205/65R16*, 215/55R18

Dimensions

Head Room (mm) Front / Rear 1,015 / 972

Leg Room (mm) Front / Rear 1,059 / 970

Shoulder Room (mm) Front / Rear 1,435 / 1,402

* N Line models do not provide the choice of 16″/17″ wheels.

Black color package (Orange accent)

Black color package (Blue accent) *

Black combi 

* Applied from the 25MY model.

Ultimate Red

Metallic (R2P)

Atlas White 

(SAW)

Cyber Gray

Metallic (C5G)

Ecotronic Gray

Pearl (PE2)

Neoteric Yellow 

(YYY)

Mirage Green 

(RRR)

Meta Blue

Pearl (PM2)

Soultronic Orange

Pearl (SOP)

Denim Blue

Pearl (TN6)

Abyss Black

Pearl (A2B)

Wheel base

Overall length (N Line)

 * Dual tone color roof cannot be applied when Abyss Black Pearl exterior color is selected. Dual tone color point application range: roof / outside mirror / spoiler

Exterior color & combinations
Abyss Black Pearl 

(A2B)
Atlas White 

(SAW)
Cyber Gray Metallic

  (C5G)
Ecotronic Gray Pearl

 (PE2)
Ultimate Red Metallic

(R2P)
Soultronic Orange Pearl

 (SOP)
Neoteric Yellow 

(YYY)
Mirage Green 

(RRR)
Meta Blue Pearl

(PM2)
Denim Blue Pearl

 (TN6)

ICE / Hybrid / N-Line

One-tone

Dual tone roof Abyss Black (A2B)
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